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Where are you going to 

publish that paper?
Thursday, March 3, 11 am – 12:30 pm, E3-25

N.B.:  This is NOT a propaganda talk to convince anyone to publish 

exclusively with ACS!  We don’t publish exclusively with them either.  But, 

our experiences might help wherever you want to submit….



Today, we hope to address the following:

i) What does an editor do when they receive a paper? 

(We’ll show you exactly what happens at ACS, on 

Paragon Plus)

ii) How are the referees chosen?

iii) Why was my paper rejected without review?

iv) How do I choose the best journal for my paper?

v) How do I handle the revisions?

vi) Is the impact factor important, and how is it 

calculated?

vii) What do I put in the cover letter?  Does it matter?

viii)What should I do to help my paper get cited?

ix) What can I do to increase the chances of my paper 

getting accepted?

x) What are the killer mistakes that lead to rejection?



Outline

i) Brief introduction and description of 

what we do as editors

ii) The path a paper takes

iii) Your responsibilities as an author

iv) Discussion of topics including: 

presentation, impact factors, plagiarism, 

peer review, appeals….. 



Our job at ACS

-Each of us handles between 500-750 

manuscripts (MS) per year

-Responsible for the following decisions:

i) will the paper go out for review?

ii) who will review the paper?

iii) whether to accept/reject the MS when 

reviews come ine, or propose other 

scenarios

iv) how to manage appeals



How to Write a Paper



Let’s look at the process from the 

editor’s perspective…

You submit your manuscript online, and 

then what happens?

www.superstock.com



Submission process

Large publishers have similar interfaces

ACS uses the Paragon Plus system

Let’s see what happens with the following 
submission:

Increased Flavour Release of 
Nanostructured Gum Balls

Bazooka, Xanthan et al

nn-2011-00823h



Do’s and Don’t of Submitting Manuscripts

• Embed figures, with legends, in text. 

Don’t separate legends, figures, and text unless explicitly requested. If

author instructions request separate figures, do both.  Why make it 

hard on the reader?

• Don’t copy text from any source without attribution.  Verbatim

text requires quotation marks and attribution.         

• “Pre-screen” your own submissions, regarding the quality and

audience of the journals being considered.

(If your acceptance rate is much less than the Journal’s, you are

not picking the right journal)

ACS Ethical Obligations of Authors* (in part):    “The co-authors of a paper should be all those 

persons who have made significant scientific contributions to the work reported and who share 

responsibility and accountability for the results.” (emphasis added)

*http://pubs.acs.org/userimages/ContentEditor/1218054468605/ethics.pdf



text

legend

Don’t make the reader

(reviewer or editor) hunt

around three places for

the necessary info. 

Also, remember that the

published figure will be 25-50%

as large as your original.

Be careful of font size !

submitted manuscript page
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labels better

than legends

What might look fine

on your monitor is not

necessarily readable

in “print”

Ru, Szeto, Bonifas, McCreery ACS Applied Materials & Interfaces 2010, 2, (12), 3693-3701.



Do’s and Don’t of Submitting Manuscripts

These should all be in one document, either the cover letter for the revision, or

in a separate “responses to reviewers”.  When they say “point by point”, 

they mean it !

• When responding (point by point) to reviewer comments, always:

1. repeat the reviewer’s comment 

2. respond, agree, disagree, etc.

3. indicate changes made to manuscript



revision cover letter:



Point-by-point responses:

reviewer

comment

our response

Punch line:  Make it easy

on the editor and reviewer !!

different fonts

added text



Impact Factors (IF)

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Impact_factor

Measure of the average number of citations of 
articles in a particular journal

2011 Impact Factor = A/B

A = # citations in indexed journals in 2009 
and 2010

B = total # “citable items” published in 2009 
and 2010

See Wikipedia article for the numerous criticisms of IF



Useful Links
Impact factors on Wikipedia:

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Impact_factor

How to look up impact factors for all journals on the ISI database:

http://admin-apps.isiknowledge.com.login.ezproxy.library.ualberta.ca/JCR/JCR?SID=1BJLPdMnPAg7pOhMg9j

Easier way to get to the above website:   Go to the main ISI web page, and then click on “Select a 
Database”.  It is the last one, called “Journal Citation Reports”

Editorial on rejecting without review:

http://pubs.acs.org/doi/full/10.1021/nn1022318

How to referee papers:

http://pubs.acs.org/doi/abs/10.1021/nn800067t

The art of the cover letter:

http://pubs.acs.org/doi/pdf/10.1021/nn100907e

George Whitesides on “How to write a paper”:

http://onlinelibrary.wiley.com/doi/10.1002/adma.200400767/abstract


